Residential and Dining Services On-Campus Meal Plan Contract 2018-2019
Housing Requirement for First Year Residential Students and Super Single Residents
The Meal Plan requirement is for the entire academic year for all first year students living in the residence halls who have 40 or fewer credits at the time they move onto
campus and anyone in a Super Single.
Terms of Agreement
Meal plans are automatically activated at the start of each quarter during the academic year.
Block Meals and Declining Balance (DB) Terms
 Meal Plan DB’s, including the Flex Plan, (not Add-on DB’s) and Guest Passes expire at the close of business on the last Thursday of the break period following the
quarter in which they were issued.
 The Add-on DB offered at the beginning of each quarter will carry forward each quarter until the end of the academic year, June 14, 2019.
 Students can add DB Dollars to a meal plan at any time during the contract by ordering online at http://evergreen.edu/rad/dining.htm . Add-on DB carries forward
from quarter to quarter, but will expire at the end of the academic year, June 14, 2019.
 DB dollars can be used in any dining services venue except the Flaming Eggplant Cafe.
 Block meals included with the meal plan expire 2:00 pm the Friday of evaluation week each quarter.
 Block meals from mandatory plans are not transferrable to other people.
 Block meals and Guest Passes can only be used in the Greenery.
Meal Plan Changes
 Any plan changes must be done by Friday of week 1 each quarter. Students should continue to use their current meal plan until the day the change/cancellation
will take place.
 The amount of the charge will be determined by how much declining balance dollars have been used and by the number of days that the plan was active for the
term that the change is requested.
 To change meal plans, students may utilize the meal plan change portion of their housing profile found at www.evergreen.edu/housing/apply
 More than one meal plan change in a given period will result in a $40 administrative fee.
Meal Plan Options for Students not required
Residential Students with more than 40 credits, may choose any required meal plan or choose the RAD Reward plan if they qualify. Meal plans will be billed to the
student account before the beginning of each quarter, Fall, Winter, and Spring. Meal plans are automatically activated at the start of each quarter during the academic
year. If you change or cancel your plan, there is a pro-rated board meal cost charged to your student account for the days the plan was active, whether used or not.

Payments and Refunds
 Payment is due by the Friday of week 1 each quarter.
 Meal plans will be billed to student accounts before the beginning of each quarter, Fall, Winter, and Spring. No refunds or cancellations will be made the last 30
days of each quarter.
 If you change or cancel your plan, there is a pro-rated board meal cost charged to your student account for the days the plan was active, whether used or not.
 If you officially check out of the residence halls due to a withdrawal, leave of absence, or are exempted from your meal plan through the petition process, your
Meal Plan will automatically be cancelled. Failure to properly check out of the residence halls will result in additional charges.
Lost Meal Card Charges
There is a $25 fee for replacing lost Meal Cards for all plan participants.
RAD Reward Plan
The RAD Reward plan can only be selected by students living on campus that have more than 40 credits at the time they move onto campus or those students living in
Super Singles.
Meal Plan Options
PLANS
Gold

FALL
$1219, 125 Blocks + $60
DB + 3 GP

WINTER
$1116, 115 Blocks + $50 DB+
3 GP

SPRING
$1116, 115 Blocks + $50 DB+
3 GP

YEARLY TOTAL
$3451, 355 Blocks + $160 DB
+ 9 GP

Silver

$1219, 95 Blocks + $195
DB+ 2 GP

$1116, 90 Blocks + $185 DB+
2 GP

$1116, 90 Blocks + $185 DB+
2 GP

$3451, 275 Blocks + $565 DB
+ 6GP

Flex

$1460, $1460 DB

$1460, $1460 DB

$1460, $1460 DB

$4380, $4380 DB

Green

$1695, 15 Blocks/wk reset
on Sunday 7pm + $100 DB
+ 4 GP

$1538, 15 Blocks/wk reset on
Sunday 7pm + $100 DB+ 4 GP

$1538, 15 Blocks/wk reset on
Sunday 7pm + $100 DB+ 4 GP

$4771, 525 Blocks + $240 DB+
12GP

Unlimited
Plus
RAD
Reward
(Restricted)
Optional
DB*

$2201, Unlimited block
meals + $500 DB + 5 GP
$541, 50 block meals +
$125 DB

$1980, Unlimited block meals +
$500 DB + 5 GP
$541, 50 block meals + $125
DB

$1980, Unlimited block meals +
$500 DB + 5 GP
$541, 50 block meals + $125
DB

$6161, Unlimited meals +
$1500 DB + 15 GP
$1623, 150 block meals + $375
DB

$220 DB for $200

$220 DB for $200

$220 DB for $200

$600 if option is purchased

*The first week of each quarter an additional $220 DB can be purchased for only $200.

